Simon Fisher Turner :
M&CD ITW (France) 

1/ From Tom Brown's Schooldays to the second version of The Big Sleep (1978), from Creation Records to Mute, from rock and post-punk to ambient, contemporary music and neo classical, you're such a eclectic artist. How do you explain these constant changes and turnarounds during all your productive career ?

2/ Specifically about music, what is your background as musician. Do you learn music when you were younger or later as self-educated ?

3/ Pictures are constantly present in your work (Pictures or drama and acting on stage). As author, musicians, actor and producer you've also supporting contemporary creation in dance and theatre since many years. In your music, how do you establish so much ties between sounds and pictures ?

4/ Your last production, Music For Film You Should Have Seen are soundtrack for invisible movies (but movies that really exist). Can you tell us the story of these three pieces ?

 5/ During your career, you worked with such great composer, like Brian Eno, Gavin Bryars or Michael Nyman, to name a few. Today, you are part of these great names, how do you envisage the relationship between classical music, experimental music and popular music ?

6/ Since the beginning, you seems to be very independant on your choice and your approach of practising music, how do make this freedomm possible ? 

7/ As musician you play a lot of instrument, but when do you come to computer (MAC, to name it) to make music ?

8/ A lot of people who well knows your music, said there is a real “SFT’s sound”. What do you think about this opinion ?

9/ Your music are often organic, but also floating. " Un chant d'amour " for exemple, start like a Chain Reaction track, but the music evolve in a kind of ragga and finish as a typical exemple of improvised music... We can find ambient techno, world music and contemporary in the same track. Is it your approach ? What can you say about this ?

10/ What are the contemporary art movements that affect you most, in the art history ?

11/ What is your personal opinion on the music business and the music scene actually ? We always heard about difficulties, but you seems to choose a total independence. How is this possible today ? How does it work ?

12/ Some words about Optical Sound Records and Pierre Beloüin is owner ?

Thanks Simon, for taking the time to answer my questions, i hope it was not a total waste of time...

All the best

Max

